
Cab&. Addreae 

"PSYNA" 

Dear Friend: 

International Beedquartw. 

MOSCOW, lDABO 

You have received and read the messages we have sent you, and you have also 
discovered that Dr. Robinson minces no words . He hews straight to the line letting 
the chips fall where they may. You have probably noticed also that this course of 
instruction goes far deeper into the truths of being than a course in Psychology 
possibly could . 

The search for truth is age-old. We are learning fast. There have been more 
important discoveries concerning man and his God in the last 25 years than in the 
past 2000 years. And the end is not yet. There always has been those pioneers of 
the spiritual realm who were willing, no matter what the cost may have been, to 
venture, to experiment, to think. And this search will go on ' til the full truth 
as it actually exists, is known. The day is coming, and is probably far closer 
than you dream of, when the full truths as they exist will be known. It is incon
ceivable that such a day should not come. 

The civilized human race is emerging, slowly, surely from the tradition, 
dogma, and superstition which has enshrouded it since its inception, and especially 
for the past 2000 years, and as it is able to discard such traditions, dogma, and 
superstitions in their entirety, to just that extent is the true light beginning to 
break. It has been a slow process. But it has been a very sure one. The intelligent-· 
thinking man and woman, positively will not be governed in their thinking by someone 
else, neither will they be content to let someone else do their thinking for them. 

This, more than any one other thing, has beclouded the truth of spiritual 
things, but the day is here when we of the American race WANT TO KNOW. While we 
respect our fathers and what they believed and taught us, we are not willing to 
accept it as the truth, simply because it was told by them. The thinking portion 
of our nation is putting every theory advanced to the test. It is accepting that 
part of it which appeals to it--and is utterly discarding that portion of it which 
does not appeal to it. And in no other manner can the TRUTH ever be learned . 

Take for instance the religious truths as they were given to you and me as 
children. We were supposed to believe them in their entirely. Under no circumstance 
should we ever question them. BUt--THESE TRUTHS MIGHT ALL HAVE BEEN WRONG. What 
then? That they were given to us in absolute earnestness by our parents, and by 
those teaching them, no one questions. But that they were correct--very many people 
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question. And in the light of some of the marvelous discoveries of the past 25 
years, along scientific and psychological lines, it is little wonder that the old 
dogmas are being questioned. 

Probably the first revolutionary teaching along re l igious lines was Christian 
Science. Besmirched, denounced, harassed, called "anti-christian" and "of the 
devil" by those who chose to still bel ieve "dogma" and "superstition," this sci
ence plowed its way throughout the entire world. Today it stands stronger than 
it ever stood and is more powerful . 

It would be foolish to claim, however, that this teaching contained ALL the 
truth, for such is not the case. But that it DID contain a new truth, or rather 
an old truth recently brought to light, is evidenced by its bringing into exist
ence an entirely new system of religious thought, and practically OVER NIGHT. Be
cause it contained a vital element of truth--it prospered. It was accepted, and 
in spite of all the crystallized opposition to it, it came through victorious and 
is now beyond the power of any one to crush or even harm it . 

Then came the New Psychology. Its teachings were so far ahead of the teach
ings of Christian Science that there is hardly a comparison to be made. The remark
able discovery it gave to the world was the discovery that 90% of a man's mentality 
was "subconscious." Perhaps "unconscious" would be the better word to use . The 
students of this new science were able to do seeming miraculous things, through 
the "power of the subconscious mind" as they still term it . Like Christian Science, 
however, this remarkable science did not, and does not contain the whole truth. 
No thinking man or woman will deny for an instant that miracles of healing, suc
cess and character building have been accomplished by its students. To doubt these 
things would be foolish, and would brand a man or woman making such denials as 
grossly ignorant of its activities. 

But it was probably the mightiest step in advancement ever made and given 
to the world. IT TOOK MAN'S EYES OFF THE MATERIAL AND PUT THEM ON THE SPIRITUAL. 
This was a callosal feat. But the New Psychology did not give to the world the 
whole truth.· In our op1n1on it CAME JUST ONE STEP SHORT OF REVEALING THE TRUTH 
AS WE BELIEVE IT TO EXIST. 

This is not to be wondered at for no one man or no one teaching is very apt 
to discover the entire truth. One sows--another reaps. And had it not been for 
the mighty discoveries and teachings of the New Psychology, "PSYCHIANA" would 
not be in existence today. We do not claim that its founder had any "visitation 
from God" or any thing of that order . BUT WE DO BELIEVE WITH ALL THE EARNESTNESS 
OF OUR BEING that this new teaching will come nearer to revealing the actual 
truths of God a s we believe them to exist , than will any other teaching--published 
or unpublished. 

The New Psychology, through the exercises taught by it and designed to show 
one how to "contact" the "subconscious mind, " has been able to achieve almost un
believable results in healing, mental rejuvenation and financial success . The very 
fact that these results have been achieved under the theory that the "subconsci
ous mind~' was respons ible for them, DEFINITELY PROVES THAT THE POWER "PSYCHIANA " 
TEACHES--ACTUALLY EXISTS . Jesus said that He, of His own self could do NOTHING. 
How manifestly foolish and absurd that statement would be if, dwelling within Him 
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were such a thing as "subconscious mind." If such a "mind" had been there He cer
tainly would have known of it--and had He known of its existence then He certainly 
would have given to the world some record of it--which He did not. 

We of "PSYCHIANA," however, are convinced that "subconscious mind" is NOT the 
answer. We believe, and we believe with all the earnestness at our command, that 
it is entirely possible for every normal human being to find and use the SAME 
IDENTICAL POWER THAT JESUS POSSESSED AND USED. We believe that this power was NOT 
the power of "mind" of any sort. We believe further that this same Galilean Car
penter, when he said, "The things that I do ye shall do also," meant JUST WHAT 
HE SAID. No more--no less. Had it not been possible for you and me to use this 
same power, then He would have made no such statement as that . The various exer
cises "PSYCHIANA" prescribes, are very carefully prepared and are intended to show 
the student how to actually find the mighty power of the Living God. Not the dead 
.God so many love to harp upon, but the actually POTENT, DYNAMIC, POWERFUL LIVING 
GOD. Do these exercises actually work? Well--if you could hear what some of our 
students say about the entire course, you would soon be convinced on that point. 

That our teaching is revolutionary is an acknowledged fact. We admit that . But 
unless a man could have followed Dr. Robinson in his search for the actual truths 
of God as he believes them to exist, then by no means could he have given this 
course of instruct5on to the world. When a man or woman is able to manifest tba 
same power that the Galilean Carpenter used, you may depend upon it that the mater
ial wants of such a man or woman will be supplied. If the desire for the good 
things of life is in your heart, that is evidence that the fulfilment of these de
sires may be an accomplished fact also. Never fear that the mighty Life Spirit is 
unable to give to you the things that you desire in order to achieve happiness, 
health, and abundant success--never fear that. The promises of GOD are SURE--ab
solutely SURE--and this same Galilean Carpenter knew exactly of what He spoke, 
when He gave to the world the promise that the Mighty Living God is ABLE to ABUN
DANTLY supply ALL OUR NEEDS according to His riches. 

Students of "PSYCHIANA" are finding that to be a fact. In Dr. Robinson's own 
life it ·has been abundantly demonstrated. And "PSYCHIANA" is the result of his 
life-long search for the truth of God as it exists. He has seen life from every 
angle. He has known success--he has b1own failure. But he has never known the day 
when the most intense desire of his life was not for the truths of God to be made 
manifest to him. His teaching is revolutionary--and yet it is marvelous in its 
simplicity. It takes no credit to itself, but gives the entire credit for anything 
it may have been able to do in the lives of its students, to where it belongs--
the Mighty Life Spirit. 

"PSYCHIANA" welcomes whoever is reading this to become a student of the course. 
It will urge no one. It feels however: that there are countless ' thousands who are 
in earnest in their desire to KNOW, and who would count no sacrifice too great, if 
by making that sacrifice they might find the actual power of the mighty Life Spirit. 
Whenever and wherever a lack or want exists, then you may be sure of it that such 
a lack or want may be filled to overflowing, if the mighty power of the Living God 
is allowed to remove such lack and want. 

Cordially yours, 

"PSYCHIANA" 
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Read This LeHer 
IF YOU RAVE ANY DOUBTS AS TO 

WHAT THE GOD·LAW CAN DO. 

Dr Frank B. Robinson, 
Moscow, Idaho. 

Dear Dr. Robinson : 

March %0 193t 

I am taking this opportunity to let you know of the benefits that l 
have derived from your Lessons to date. 

For the past several years, misfortune has dogged my very foot
steps and, try as I would, I have been unable to accomplish anything. 
Everything that I tried, simply turned to failure and I had reached 
the point where I was about to give up. I lived in fear of what the fu
ture had in store for me. It seemed that I was caught in a rut and J 
was unable to get out of it. Besides having a lot of misfortune, my 
health bas not been so good and I arrived at the conclusion that my 
life was simply meant to be one of gloom and misery. Do you wonder 
why I lived in fear of everything (including life itself) when all I 
could see ahead of me was nothing but ill health and misfortune? 

What a difference since I have taken up your course, what a differ
ence. I have taken a new lease on life and the very things that I once 
feared have completely gone out of my system. Some of those things 
are now amazing me instead. 

I want to say in all sincerity that your first Lesson took aU the fear 
out of my life. I now think that life is wonderfully thrilling and well 
worth living. Your second Lesson opened my eyes a little more and as 
far as your third Lesson is concerned, there is nothing that I can say 
that will justify its merits. It has raised my hopes a million miles in 
the sky and when I look at the w:onders of this world, and the sky 
above, it simply thrills me. I feel as though I am living in a different 
world. It is all so wonderful when one realizes his relationship to the 
Power ef the Living God and I say to you thanks a million times for 
calling this course to my attention. 

When I received your third Lesson, I kept reading and reading it 
and I bad a smile on my face that reached from ear to ear. You have. 
no idea how that Lesson made me feel. I felt as though I was floating 
on air. All my friends are amazed at the change that has come over 
me. I assure you that it won't be long before some of my friends will 
take this Course for their own benefit. Again, I wish to thank you 
from the bottom of my heart. 

Your friend and student, 
M. C., 

Astoria, L. I., New York. 

LETTERS SIMILAR TO THIS ONE STARTED COMING TO US THE 
FIRST MONTH WE RELEASED THIS TEACHING. TODAY WE HAVE 
PLENTY OF THEM. OUR FILES ARE FULL OF THEM. SUPPOSE 
YOU GIVE THIS MIGHTY INVISIBLE LAW A CHANCE TO WORK 

FOR YOU. 

• 



THESE. • • 
and hundreds of other thoughts whirled through my mind at one time 
and there seemed no remedy for the everlasting monotonous daily 
grind of discouragement, but slowly and surely there came over me 
the feeling that there was a way out. 

I knew that I was amply fitted to find this way once I hit upon the 
right track. Early theological training combined with the more receni 
study of PSYCHO_LOGY looked as if it held the key, and 

IT DID!· 
I was staggered by the simple, yet astounding revelations which 

came to me through careful and scientific research, for 

I FOUND 

Financial Success 
I FOUND 

Health 
I FOUND 

Happiness 
AND YOU TOO MAY FIND THE SAME IDENTICAL SUCCESS, 
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS WHICH I FOUND IN A MUCH 
EASIER WAY BY SIMPLY LETTING ME BE YOUR GUIDE 
ALONG THE S'AME PATHS I HAD TO TAKE ALONE. 

OVElR 

I Can Help 

YOU 
If You Will 

Let Me 

YOU Must Make the ' 
Choice YOURSELF • 

I had to do it years ago myself and 
you must do it now. I cannot make 
you take roy course which has been 
prepared from the mighty truths I 
learned of in my search, but if the 
same and similar thoughts kept 
crowding through your mind as they 
did mine you are missing the best 
things of life and need to immediate
ly about face to a 

BIGGER LIFE! 
If you think the good things of life 

are not for you 
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Will You Put Yourself 
Under My Guidance for 
a Few Months ...... ? 
I have helped hundreds of others- and perhaps 

I CAN HELP YOU • • • 
I AM NOT a "miraCle-man" nor am I a fortune-teller or crystal-gazer or mystic. Nor am I a "fake psycholo
gist, nor have I any magic potion or formula which will bring success to you overnight if you buy it. Nothing 
on that order about me. I am just a plain ordinary he-man who struggled with the winds of fate and adversity 
for almost 45 years, only to be defeated at every turn of the road. A bigger failure never lived than I was. 
However, all that is past, for less than four years ago I put a theory and philosophy of life which took me a 
lifetime to formulate-put it to work in my own case and 

IT WORKED! 
I AM CONVINCED that there is in existence an almost unknown power, which power, once recognized and 
used for success, health, or happiness, is abundantly able to bring these things to pass in any normal human life. 
That is what I believe and what, in my own case, and to my entire satisfaction, I have proven. There is nothing 
wonderful about the existence of such a Law. if it be proven that it does exist. Twenty years ago one would 
have been laughed at if he had stated that one could hear music in San Francisco originating in New York City, 
and without any wires. But it is being done. And in the spiritual realm I believe lie untold powers that 
man to date has been ignorant of. Maybe I'm wrong- but I don't think so. Surely that great overwhelming 
power or Law which caused this created scheme of things to be, is powerful enough to give you and n1e what
ever little things we need for success, happiness and financial independence-Do you not think this mighty 
God-Law is able to do that? I do. However, if you are in earnest in your desire for the better things of life, 
then put yourself under my instruction for a few months and let's see what happens. If nothing happens and 
you do not benefit, then I lose, for I have made provisions which give you 45 days in which to make up your 
mind whether or not my instructions will help you. If they do, you will be, like thousands of others, mighty 
grateful to me. If they do not-you are out nothing-all you have to do is return the lessons you have received 
within the specified 45 days, and a check for what yo1J have paid in full with no deductions will be mailed you. 

Do you not owe it to yourseU and loved ones to do this! 
I TRINK YOU DO! 

OVER 



(THIS APPLICATION BLANK FOR ENROLLMENT MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR REMITTANCE) 

Member Moscow Chamber ot Commerce. Bank references exchanged. 

Only $1.00 
Starts the Course on its Way to You 

APPLICATION FOR ENROLLMENT 
IN 

''PSYCHIANA" 
"PSYCHIANA" 
Moscow, Idaho. 
Gentlemen: 

Date_ -··-···----··----- - ·-----

Please enter my application for enrollment as a student of "PSYCHIANA." I enclose the sum of $1.00. 
(Send money-order, personal check or cash. Make all remittances vayable to '"PSYCHIANA. ") 

I agree to faithfully follow Doctor Robinson's instructions for INVOKING the POWER of the LIVING 
GOD to aid me in the altainment of whatsoever worthy purpose I may desire. If after a careful study of the 
first lesson in "PSYCHIANA" I am fully convinced that it DOES REVEAL the TRUE FACTS of MAN'S 
RELATION TO GOD and UNFOLDS the SECRET of bow I may make INSTANT CONTACT with 
this UNSEEN through EVER PRESENT GOD-LAW to bring greater HEALTH, WEALTH and 
HAPPINESS to me and mine, I agree to send you $2.25 within 30 days and $2.25 each month thereafter 
for 11 months. It is distinctly understood and agreed that if for any reason I am dissatisfied with "PSY
CHIANA" I may return the lessons at anv time within 45 days and you agree to immediately refund the 
amount I have paid you. (If you prefer to pay cash enclose $20.00. This gives you an $8.00 discount.) 

It is a further consideration of chis application for enrollment in "PSYCHIANA" that I am to be imme
diately taken· under the personal direction of Doctor Robinson and am to have the privilege of personal cor
respondence regarding any and all questions concerning these lessons. 

I agree to immediately report all benefits in the form of increased HEALTH. WEALTH and HAPPI
NESS which I receive through the stud}' and application of "'PSYCHIANA." 

Full Name_. --··-· -----~---- ··----··-········ .. .. ··-·· ·······-· ............. -· (Print or write plainly please) 

Address ____ ·-·------·--------·· 

CitY-------··--- .State 

Married or Single_ ........... - --·---·-------········ .. ... . - ... .... - -----·-··-···--·····-·~-------

Occupation ... ·- ··-------·-·-····---·············-···----- -- ........ .. • .. 

Age ___________ -- ···--··· .......... ---- -· ... .. __ ............. -Sex .. _. ·-- ------------------__ 

NOTE-Although at tht. time this Is printed "PSYCHIANA" has only been in business five years, requests for infor
l•atlon re.earding this teacbing have come to us from Egypt - Syria - China - Belgium - Austria - india - Elng

!!:!nd - Czecho·Slovakla - Jugo Slovakia - Scotland -Wales - Tbe Phillpplnes - Australla - New Zealand -
3elmuda - The Canal Zone - Germany - Mexico - Brazil - Honduras - Cuba - France - - Porto Rico - Hawaa 
- South Afl-lca - Sweden - Norway - JamAica - Servia - Nigeria - Japan - Republic of Colombia - Ireland 
- Brftlsll Guiana - Trinidad - Ceylon - Dutch West Indies - Barbados - Uruguay - The Argentine Republic -
Zanzibar - Medau - Malay - The Straights Settlements - Guatemala - Palestine - Slam - Finland - The 
Cook Islands - Greece - h-aq - Liberia - Newfoundland and Canada. 

Copyright 1929 by Frank B. Robinson 
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